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Mark Rivers with his equipment at his home in Harmon
Cove in Secaucus, where he moved four years ago.

Jean-Pierre Mestanza/The Jersey Journal By Jean-Pierre Mestanza/The Jersey Journal 
on September 02, 2011 at 3:03 AM
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When Mark Rivers moved from the hustle and

bustle of New York City to Secaucus four years

ago, he didn't expect the floodgates of creativity to

reopen as they have.

The 54-year-old Asbury Park native is the rhythm

guitarist and lead vocalist of Rivercat, a rock band

he started in the mid-1990s while living in the Big

Apple. In 2007, he moved to Harmon Cove on

Meadowlands Parkway, and then magic started to

happen.

"I've been very productive out here," Rivers said
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with a guitar in his hand. "I write more now, I

have more time. I even pulled out some older stuff and started working on it. In Manhattan, there

were too many distractions."

Recently, Rivers finished working on the band's latest album, "Gemini Moon," which is Rivercat's

sixth since forming in 1996.

In the last two years alone, the band has recorded enough material for two CDs and Rivers will begin

work on the next album in a few months. All the songs were recorded in Hudson County between

River's apartment and a studio set up on Kennedy Boulevard in Union City.

"I never thought technology would evolve so much that I can record an album basically in my

bedroom, and a good one. You put it up against anything and I don't think you can tell the

difference," Rivers said.

His love of music started when his grandmother brought him Elvis Presley albums as a kid, a

collection that he still has and it includes 130 albums. When he graduated from high school in 1975,

fellow Asbury Park native Bruce Springsteen's hit "Born to Run" became a smash.

"For all musicians, that gave us excitement and hope. What Bruce did made the area really bloom.

Rock 'n' roll keeps you young, man," Rivers said.

Even though Rivers and fellow band members Lee Boyce (lead guitar), Rodney Ledbetter (drums),

and Jersey Drew (bass) have six albums and another one in the works for next year, they miss the

era when fans could buy CDs in stores.

"The whole thrill to me as a kid was sitting in front of the stereo and looking at the art and reading

the lyrics, understanding the sequencing of the album. I try to maintain that approach when we

record," River said.

Though he has dabbled in other careers, including a chance to become a New York City interior

designer, Rivers maintain that music is something he will never let go of.

"It's a good addiction because I think music is a universal language. As long as the music has got a
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"It's a good addiction because I think music is a universal language. As long as the music has got a

positive message, I think it brings hope to people of all languages," Rivers said.
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